
Regional Portfolio Advisory Committee –  

COVID-19 Roundtable Webinar  
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Meeting Attendees 
John Petosa, Snohomish PUD 
Debbie DePetris, Clark Public Utilities 
Dave Nightingale, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission   
Tom Lienhard, Avista Utilities   
Fred Gordon, Energy Trust of Oregon 
Brent Barclay, Bonneville Power Administration                                                                     
Jeremy Stewart, Tacoma Power  
Don Jones, Jr., Pacific Power 
Deb Young, NorthWestern Energy 
Lori Moen, Seattle City Light 
Jim White, Chelan PUD 
Anna Kim, Oregon Public Utility Commission  
Jeff Tripp, Puget Sound Energy 
Pete Pengilly, Idaho Power 
Jennifer Light, Northwest Power and Conservation Council  
Quentin Nesbitt, Idaho Power 
Jennifer Snyder, Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission   
Wendy Gerlitz, Northwest Energy Coalition  
 
NEEA Staff  
BJ Moghadam, Julia Harper, Jeff Mitchell, Emily Moore, Becca Yates, Susan Stratton, Kaylan Dorsch



Group Discussion Questions  
1) Changes in customer demand? 

a. Energy Trust – Residential is up 10-20%. Commercial is down. Industrial isn’t down much 
yet. CA demand down 10%, much less than expected.  

b. SCL – Team is going in every which way, so this is hard to answer. My team’s time is being 
spent helping customers who are losing their jobs. We are pivoting to a customer service 
response.  

c. BPA – No info to share about overall loads. From EE perspective, communicating to 
customer utilities to get an assessment of their posture – are they shutting down or is it 
business as usual? Hearing lot of variation. It’s hitting utilities very differently depending on 
industry and geography.  If load is dependent on a small number of big customers – many 
have furloughed workers, shut down operations, and the whole community is full on panic 
mode. Others, things are just fine.  

d. SnoPUD - Loads have flattened during the week and it looks like the weekend all week. 
e. NorthWestern - Residential is up, commercial is lower, and industrial is mixed. Montana is 

early in the game compared to other places. Everyone is scrambling to keep businesses 
open and households going.  

f. PacifiCorp – On programs side, still seeing fair amount of flow through on pipeline. 
Completing projects. Moved to social distancing and virtual inspections. Folks are thinking 
this is temporary and are planning future projects. Interest remains. Residential buy down 
channels are seeing a little bit of volume. Going into home for direct installs are on hold. 
Down on EE side, but have not gone to zero.  

g. Tacoma – C&I team is seeing customer interest. If buildings are closed to the public, then it 
is a perfect time to go in and do a project.  

h. EnergyTrust – O&M staff at schools are still there, but schools are empty. Opportunities for 
school projects.  

 

2) Observations regarding disruptions in the market for EE (good, bad, ugly)? 
a. Interest from RPAC to learn what NEEA is hearing  
b. Overarching trends – Update by Julia Harper (NEEA)  

i. HVAC, plumbing and home improvement stores are designated as essential 
businesses.  

ii. HVAC projects at commercial level can receive full business expensing due to 
stimulus bill provision; could stimulate projects that might not happen otherwise.  

iii. New construction is experiencing some mixed signals.  
1. Federal level listed it as essential 
2. WA – deemed it non-essential 
3. No restrictions in OR, ID, MT 
4. But even where proceeding, seeing material delivery delays; regulatory 

delays for inspections/permits 
5. Nationwide, 76% of small business are feeling negative impact - slower 

sales, supply change disruption, sick employees.   
iv. EE can help in tough economic times.  

1. In last economic downturn, DHP installation helped to keep companies 
afloat.   



2. May provide opportunities to deepen relationship with market actors with 
opportunities for positive outcomes.   

v. Regulatory  
1. WA Code implementation has been delayed to November.  
2. OR cancelled hearings and we expect no new codes for OR in 2020.  
3. Delays in standards rulemaking expected in WA.  
4. Unclear what is going on in OR with the Executive Order.  

c. Manufacturers – Update by Emily Moore (NEEA) 
i. Finding it challenging to get concrete info. Not providing specific info on supply and 

delays.  
ii. Anticipating future disruption.  

iii. Many remain open and operational. Standard messaging about taking necessary 
precautions.  

iv. Cancelling in-person trainings. 
v. One lighting manufacturer is not experiencing shortage of product. Increasing 

orders and stocking up due to expected rush after this is all over.  
vi. Some manufacturers have seen supply from China running at full speed, there is 

some concern about distribution in United States.  
vii. Air quality products are running out of inventory and employees are working double 

shifts.  
d. Wholesale and Retail – Update by Jeff Mitchell (NEEA) 

i. Wholesale 
1. Essential business designation for most, but activity is slowed.  
2. Doing best to work from home, but many are not really set up to do so. May 

ramp back up in the next few weeks.  
3. Doing online trainings. Trying to maintain brand relevance and connection. 
4. Some online sales are ramping up – mostly lighting.  

ii. Retail  
1. Shared letter from Home Depot about importance of utility programs. 
2. Quick pivot in purchases from wants to needs 

a. Increases in freezers and air quality products 
b. Often see a lower price point and lower efficiency when product 

become an immediate or unexpected need.  
3. Adjusting store hours and doing curbside pickup 
4. 80-90% of in-store sales are turning into 50% online sales 

e. Trade Allies – Update from Emily Moore (NEEA) 
i. Immediate impacts of slowed business 

ii. Contractors challenged by shift to remote  
iii. Generally, residential and commercial new construction and major renovation 

projects are going. Adapting social distancing on job sites. Adding gloves and face 
shields.  

iv. In many cases, residential retrofits or remodels have stopped.  
v. Figuring out essential vs. non-essential.  

vi. Training, events, resources – increase in online offerings 



1. NEEA programs looking for ways to support allies with online training and 
resources; e.g., outreach to lighting contractors to complete their in-
progress NXT Level training  

vii. Trade associations doing outreach to members to help them adjust  
f. Feedback from RPAC 

i. NWE – New construction and building industry director sending daily emails to 
association members about guidelines. Concerned if they don’t comply, they will 
lose essential service status. In situations where they couldn’t get bids before, now 
have many bids. Low occupancy means opportunity to do retrofit work. The issue is 
figuring out if companies have the capital to do it when they are not sure if their 
business will survive. Right not, now wanting to hear about EE. Curious about RPP 
info and how online sales and overall market activity is looking.  

1. Jeff Mitchell – We have had interest in digging more deeply into online data 
but are hearing that now would be a good time to figure out mapping of 
online sales data.  

ii. PSE – We are hearing similar things from small businesses and trade allies. PSE is 
negotiating with all vendors and will need to redo contracts across the board. Shift 
what they are doing for us now and keep as many of their people as possible. 
Working with communities to see what we can do to help.  

iii. Energy Trust– One thing we didn’t talk about is industrial. In gray zone of being 
critical industry, but they are operating. Customers are willing to be creative. For 
example, they are running around with iPhone for inspections. Staff can do audits 
without being there. Some don’t want people on site, but others don’t mind with 
precautions. We are continuing SEM entirely online.  We will try to recruit for next 
cohorts remotely and see how that goes.  

iv. Avista –Doing direct interviews with customers to figure out how to help – beyond 
financial help. If a deposit was required in order to get started, Avista is using the 
deposits to help pay bills. Get them through a few months. Called HVAC vendor and 
their biggest concern is that people still need to get continuing education units. 
They don’t have a good way of doing online training. This is a big service that trades 
people need. For other industries, there is flexibility with CEU’s. Not sure if states in 
the region could do something similar. This is something Avista would like NEEA’s 
help on. Big industrials in Spokane are drawing harder than before – producing toilet 
paper. Everyone who is working is working harder.  

v. BPA implementing same approach as Energy Trust for SEM cohorts. 
 
3) Delay or acceleration of programs/incentives? 

a. Energy Trust – Exploring additional flexibility for people with limited income. Doing C&I 
direct installs. Looking into how we can help more with the regulatory constructs (OPUC), 
but don’t have any formative proposals right now. Looking at upping incentives for 
homeowner installed thermostats – success in doing independently in large numbers with 
minimal quality control and follow up.  

i. NWE asked if that will that change the smart thermostat project and the data?  



ii. Energy Trust answered that what do with evaluation is an issue. This period will be 
useless data. Will need to figure out how before and after is different. May need 
different ways of looking at data.  

b. PacifiCorp – Figuring out the right use of money that is easy to market and explain. Still in 
the formulative stages.  
 

4) Limitations on trade ally field work and customer interaction?  
a. PSE – Passed out guidelines to all contractor network with reminder of the Governor’s 

guidelines and info about what PSE is doing. Continued contractor referrals for customers 
with no heat and no hot water. Stopped gas first response on appliance repair and will be 
continuing to do that.  

b. Tacoma - We have not issued contractor guidelines to our contractor network. 
c. NWE – Halted all direct installs. Stopped onsite rebate verifications. Asked to comply with 

safe distancing. Stopped telling them “don’t go in” but avoid contact if possible.  
d. Clark – Shut down all programs funded by utility 100% - including direct install for 

thermostats. Stopped loan program because paperwork needs to be signed and notarized. 
Processing loan applications and paying any loans for anything already approved. Clark was 
allowing appliance recycling to continue until proclamation around construction work, so 
that is now shut down. Otherwise, allowing trade allies to make own decisions and keep up 
to date with guidelines. Doing outreach to trade allies and they are all doing things 
differently - if they are continuing to do business. Had some questions about whether 
weatherization is emergency repair. Created a business resource document – with local, 
state, federal resources. Will share with the committee.  

e. BPA – For Market support/market contractors, BPA relieved them of deliverables for direct 
and onsite work. Will reinstate when we get all the clear. For technical and supplemental 
labor, we are instituting no contact in the field. Digital recording and photo for site 
verifications.  

f. Energy Trust - We have guidelines in some programs for safe onsite work but are relying on 
companies to comply.  Our staff and management contractors are encouraged to report up 
if they don't believe contractors are being straight with them. We have stopped direct 
install, which is an area where our finance folks have moved quickly.  We are expanding 
DocuSign to cover most repeated processes.  Were also setting up procedures to pay almost 
all staff and contractors without a physical signed check. 

g. Question about virtual/remote verifications - will this stick post COVID?  
i. PSE – Letting a lot of stuff go. On residential side, moving more toward virtual 

verification. Working to get C&I back out into the field.  
ii. Avista – 10% virtual verification. There may be some value in doing their own 

verifications. Mostly doing it to check on bad actors/contractor. Commercial/large 
measures – send equipment and teaching them how to use metering. When they 
see how easy it is, they will likely see the benefit of doing it themselves. Will pick up 
more from this than we had before.  

Additional Questions and Topics  
1) How is the Council dealing with load forecasting?   

a. At point we’ve finished input, so modeling right now.  



b. Figuring out if it is this a big enough shift to change inputs– especially because it is for a 20 
year span.  

c. More info about how much demand is changing and how long will we see the impacts of this 
situation.  

 

2) Avista Resources for Commercial Building  
a. Three documents Tom’s team has put together for customers 

i. How to shut down a big building 
ii. Adjustments to Air –if increase filtration or air levels, this could be effecting bill  

iii. Hints about shortening hours  
b. Improve air in buildings  

i. Need to increase humidity – need to up it so they aren’t transferring virus  
ii. Less about EE and more about health   

iii. Ice cube test  
c. Working on residential documents also  
d. Will share with RPAC members  

 

3) NorthWestern Business Impact 
a. Shareholders have put up money to help small business with major struggles tied to energy 

costs  
b. Looking at impacts to revenue and demand. Fixed public service charge, so that will stay the 

same. Funds needed to help of vulnerable customers will vary. 

4) What is happening with EULR?  
a. Stopped doing all installs of equipment or onsite monitoring.  
b. Big batch of additional equipment being readied for installation to go forward and continue 

work after the all clear occurs. 
 

5) What can NEEA staff help with?  
a. BPA - Cadence of communications that could be shared out as we learn new things and as 

things change. Things like the Home Depot letter are helpful.  
b. Avista – Trade allies and training. Look into what could be done to help people get CEU’s or 

relax the requirement. Explore if we can give people a break or if there is better way to do it. 
Would be strong coming from NEEA.  

c. Potential report out of RPP data, when available 
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